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Introduction

Methods

• Highly migratory billfish found throughout the Indo-Pacific
• Exhibit range-wide genetic stock structuring (Figs. 1 and 2)
• Stock composition in central North Pacific (CNP)
unresolved
• Accurate stock delineation will lead to improved
management strategies
Figure 1. Analyses of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
provide robust assessments of
genome-wide variation for
population genetic studies
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Figure 2. Principal
coordinate analysis
(PCoA) of striped marlin
populations, adapted from
Mamoozadeh et al. 2019.
The North Pacific stock
(NPO) is in blue and the
second putative North
Pacific stock (NPO2) is in
pink. Pairwise FST value
between NPO and NPO2
is 0.0361

Objective 1:
Perform next-generationsequencing (NGS) on a subset of
samples at Diversity Arrays
Technology (DArT), combine with
existing SNP data (Fig. 2)
Conduct quality control data
filtering, analyze data through
multivariate, Bayesian, and
pairwise FST methods to identify
distinct stocks off Hawaii

Objective 2:
NPO

Select a subset of loci that can
discriminate between the two
populations for use in a targeted
assay panel
Design SNPTypeTM assay and
genotype sample collections using
a Fluidigm Biomark HD

Objectives:
1. Resolve genetic stock structure in the central
North Pacific
2. Characterize temporal changes in the proportion
of stocks in the region

Conduct assignment tests and
mixed-stock analyses across the
sampling period to characterize
temporal changes in stock
composition

Sampling

Genetic data will be aligned with
catch data to determine seasonal
trends in fish size or spawning

• Ongoing sampling by fisheries observers operating in the
Hawaii-based pelagic longline fishery (Fig. 3.)
• Fish length (EFL), sex,
reproductive condition,
and photos of individuals
and gonads provided
Table 1. Monthly collections of
striped marlin fin clips to date

Figure 3. Map of the Pacific Ocean
showing the CNP sampling area and
North Pacific stock (NPO)

Anticipated Results:
1. A second stock will be resolved in central North
Pacific with at least one utilizing the area as a
spawning ground
2. A panel of genetic markers will be optimized to
discriminate between stocks of striped marlin in
the region (NPO/NPO2)
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